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It is not likely economically nor 

logistically feasible to deliver daily 

antiretroviral therapy (ART) to > 38 

million people with HIV for their 

entire lives

Tony Fauci



HIV Cure: Background

• Only ~1% of genomes are intact and only a subset of these are 

inducible (the “replication-competent reservoir”)

– Assays to measure relevant reservoir in development (IPDA, 

imaging) but treatment interruptions remain most informative

• Reservoir primarily maintained by clonal proliferation

– Antigen (CMV), cytokines (IL-7), integration events

• SIV/SHIV remission (durable control) and even cure (eradication) 

achieved in many monkey experiments; progress in people limited

Paula Cannon



How will HIV be cured?



Vaccines

Antibodies
Immunotherapy

Latency reversal

Latency silencing Gene therapy

HIV cure strategies
Most approaches involve combination of reservoir reduction and immune enhancement 

(“reduce and control”), with growing interest in gene therapy and eventually “one shot” cures

Early ART

Reservoir reduction 

and elimination

Immune 

enhancement



Early ART



ART in Fiebig I for >96 weeks

Very early ART (including “Fiebig 0”) is not curative

PrEP/ART during acute 

(“Fiebig 0”) infection



• Some (~10%) of people who start therapy early (but not too 

early) and remain on therapy for years exhibit at least partial 

control after ART is interrupted

• May occur in chronic infection (rare)

• No biomarker available

• Mechanism unknown

• Elite controllers: Adaptive immunity (CD8+ T cells)

• PTCs: Innate immunity (NK cells)



Latency reversal (shock and kill)



Shock and kill
Force virus out of hiding (latency) and hope the cell dies

• Multiple latency reversing agents tested: effect in humans is 

modest at best, and not associated with reservoir reduction

• Basic discovery aimed at identifying novel pathways or 

combinations



SMAC-mimetics routinely induce 

latency reversal in animal models

• No change in reservoir or delay in rebound

– Why do productive, virus-producing cells persist?

• Toxicity may prevent rapid clinical development



Intrinsic resistance of reservoir cells to immune killing
Many cellular factors associated with cell survival are 
enhanced (Bcl-2, others) in infected cells

Brad Jones, Intrinsic Resistance of Reservoir Cells to Immune Killing



Latency silencing (block and lock)



Natural cures and exceptional control
Intact proviral genomes accumulate in “gene deserts”, 

which is associated with deep and possibly irreversible 

latency



Natural Cures
HIV diagnosed in 1992, no ART, undetectable virus 24 

years (39 viral loads; one blip), no intact HIV DNA, low 

and declining HIV antibody levels; lowest level of HIV 

ever recorded; second case reported at CROI 2021

Test Cell 

number

Cell type

Sequencing >1.5b PBMC

Intact DNA 

(PCR)

14m Resting 

CD4

Viral 

outgrowth

340m Resting 

CD4



Post-treatment control: Block and lock

• Provirus population 

increasingly enriched in 

“gene deserts”

• Intact genomes in ex-genic 

regions are clonal; those in 

genic regions are less 

clonal (singlets)

• Data suggests potent 

elimination of any 

expressed proviruses

Lian/Lichterfeld., CROI 2021



• Rare clinical phenotype

• Mechanism unknown

• Similar trends reported in PTCs (CROI 2021)

• Are we treating too many elite controllers?

• Can we recapitulate this phenotype therapeutically?

• Lock-and-block strategies: mTOR inhibitors

• Long-term ART

Exceptional Controllers and “Block and Lock”



Gene therapy



Gene editing for an HIV Cure: Proof of concept



One-shot cure approaches

Gene delivery of long-acting 

antiviral (bANb) or direct in 

vivo gene editing (HIV, CCR5) 

might eventually lead to 

durable cure for treated and 

even untreated people

Aspirational, but theoretically 

possible



AAV vectors can be used for durable antibody production
Recapitulating “Miami Monkey” in people

Joseph Casaza, Durable HIV-1 Antibody Production in Humans after AAV8-mediated Gene TransferCROI 2021

• Adeno-Associated Viral vector

• IM injection

• Episomal (nuclear, stable) DNA

• Safe

=> Encode VRC-07 broadly-neutralizing antibody 

(bnAb)

Measurable 

VRC-07 

induced in 5/8 

participants

(anti-drug 

antibodies + low 

[VRC-07] in 3/8 

participants)

Weeks after administration



Direct editing of the provirus with vector-delivered enzymes
AAV-delivered CRISP/Cas9 had variable efficacy in disrupting the provirus in 

macaques receiving ART)

Mancuso et al., Nat Comm 2020



CAR-T cells: Modified cells persist for decades, based on 

our experience with first generation of CAR-T ells in 1990s



Anti-HIV duoCAR-T cell therapy 

eliminates cells with HIV



ATI = Analytic Treatment Interruption

PLWH = people living with HIV

Long term follow-up up to 15 years

First-in-human phase I/II study to evaluate the safety and 

efficacy of duoCAR-T cell therapy in ART-suppressed 

PLWH (NCT04648046)

Study Design



Immunotherapy: Vaccines, 

broadly neutralizing antibodies, 

adjuvants, cytokines, and 

immune checkpoint blockers



“Elite” control is most consistently associated with HIV-specific 

CD8+ T cell responses, although other pathways are likely involved

Protective Class I Alleles

B*57, B*27, B*13, B*58

CD8+ T Cell Proliferation
Gag-specific degranulation, cytokines 

(polyfunctional CD8+ T cells)

Inhibitory activity (ex vivo 

autologous CD4+ T cells) 
Perforin and granzyme killing

Low PD-1, 

CTLA-4, TIGIT
Low CD38

Vulnerable 

epitopes
TCR diversity

Polyfunctional 

CD4+ T cells
Public TCR

Low T reg

function
Low IDO



AELIX-002 Study Design
Randomized study of multi-vectored therapeutic vaccine

Mothe et al., CROI 2021 (LB)



AELIX-002 Study Design
Randomized study of multi-vectored therapeutic vaccine

Mothe et al., CROI 2021 (LB)



AELIX-002 Study Design
Randomized study of multi-vectored therapeutic vaccine

Mothe et al., CROI 2021 (LB)



Reduce and Control
Combining Multiple Modalities To Achieve a Sustained
Viral Remission in the Absence of ART

Courtesy of Warner Greene



Combination Immunotherapy: Proof-of-concept in monkeys



Combinatorial therapy with a therapeutic conserved 

element DNA/MVA vaccine strategy, a TLR9 agonist 

and broadly neutralizing antibodies: A pilot study 

aimed at inducing an HIV remission (IND 18488) 



Conclusions

• Progress continues to be made, primarily in animal models

• Multiple approaches are being tested

– All are likely to initially be less effective than optimally delivered 

ART

– Iterative process expected with multiple “shots on goal” and 

ultimate optimization for addressing the needs of the global 

pandemic

• Massive synergies exist with HIV prevention (vaccines, 

bNAbs) and non-HIV immunotherapies (cancer, transplant, 

autoimmunity)


